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President's Message
Hello Fellow Homebrewers,
I’m honored to serve as president for the club and hope to live up to the
standard set by those who have served before me. I’ve been lucky to have
been involved with some great presidents and hope to take a little of
everything they’ve done as well as add my own contributions. A huge
thanks to Ray for the past few years of stewardship and the help he has
continued to extend!

3 Tastings
/Events

April is upon us, which means it’s the home stretch for Fest preparations.
There are still some outstanding balances on sites. If you haven’t paid for
your site yet, please talk to Tom to get that taken care of as soon as
possible. Shirts should be ready for the May meeting, so we should have
them available prior to driving up to the Fest.

4 Fest
Potluck

If you still haven’t gotten your tickets for fest, please do so ASAP. They are
not sold at the event, so please buy them now if you plan to go to the Fest
this year.

5 Sierra
Nevada
Next
Meeting
Tuesday, April 9
at 7 pm. At

Stein Fillers
4160 Norse Way
Long Beach 90808
562-425-0588
brew@steinfillers.com
http://www.longbeachh
omebrewers.com

This week is when we judge the Wee Heavies to select an entrant to
represent the club in the Bragging Rights Competition. I look forward to
trying the Wee Heavies and sending forward out representative beer.
Sign-up sheets for Fest beers and pouring volunteers have been sent out
via our Facebook group and our Email group, and that information has
begun to flow in. If you are planning to bring beer to share at the Fest,
please register it in the sign-up sheet so that we can make sure to add it to
the Tap List software and ensure that it is on tap when you are pouring at
the booth.
The planning process for both Red, White, and Brews and Pacific Brewer’s
Cup is well underway – we have dates and a location for both; RW&B on
Sunday, July 14th, and PacCup on Saturday, September 28th. A handful of
members have stepped up to assist with the fundraising, and the help is
greatly appreciated. If you would like to help with fundraising, please let
Josh know.
Continued on Page 2

Continued from Page 1:
Both competitions are to be held with our friends Levi and Harmony at Long Beach Beer Lab.
As the events come closer, we’ll need help with entry pickup, sorting and labeling, and of
course judging and stewarding.
May’s meeting will include judging American Light Lagers as part of the HBOY competition. If
you have not brewed yours yet, get it going now. I’m looking forward to trying our examples
of this beer, which is challenging to brew because there is very little room to hide off flavors or
mistakes.
Hope to see you at the meeting!
Jon

2019 Tasting Schedule
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

SCHF Bragging Rights Style: Wee Heavy
American Light Lager (2015 BJCP Cat 1A)**
Any fermentable beverage except beer
Anything American
Altbier (2015 BJCP Cat 7B)**
Fruit Beers
Brew with a buddy?
Belgian Dark Strong (2015 BJCP Cat 26D)**
Winter Warmers or other seasonal beers

** Homebrewer of The Year Competition
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Tastings at the March Meeting ((Intentionally) Sour Beers)
Ray
Ben
Margo
Jon
Joshua

Sour
Sour
Big Brew Belgian Pale
Solera
Triple

Others:
Tom F.
Bill C.
Jim
Rick
Curt
Scott

Black IPA x 2
Milk Stout
Oatmeal Stout
IPA
Apricot Amber
Dunkelwiezen

Events
For those who don’t know me, my name is Mark Paczkowski and I am the new Long Beach
Homebrewers Club Event Coordinator. I am excited to have been appointed to this position
and am looking forward to the opportunity to serve the Club. My goal is to plan events that
members will find both enjoyable and educational.
The next main event coming up of course is the CHA Homebrew Fest at Vail Lake in
Temecula May 3-4. If you have not previously attended, I can assure you that this is an event
not to be missed. I attended my first one just last year and it was a great time of sharing the
passion for our great hobby. Friday evening May 3 rd, there will be a potluck for our club to
enjoy before we all head down to the Fest grounds to participate in pro pour night. I will
create a signup sheet and email through the club email address. In order to prepare for the
Club to put our best foot forward, there is a club trailer clean up session scheduled at Jon
Silvertooth’s house on Saturday April 27 th, time to be announced.
In order to get a feel for what club members are looking for I ask that any suggestions for
events be sent to events@longbeachhomebrewers.com and use the subject title “Come at
me brew”.
Cheers,

Mark Paczkowski
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Fest Fun – Friday Night Potluck!
By Brenda Silvertooth
Hi everyone, throughout this year I will once again be offering up some beer and food pairing
ideas along with a recipe here and there, but for now, I wanted to remind everyone of a few
items related to the Friday night potluck. Our campground is in Upper Chardonnay again so
we should have a bit of shade for the afternoon and early evening.
I encourage everyone to make plans to attend so that you don’t have to wait in line for ages at
the pro pour. Our Event Coordinator Mark put together a great spreadsheet so that everyone
can see all of the goodies that will arrive. If you haven’t yet, check it out:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1T7iVSZQcmXOuo9U98o6B-fNEJWK4WEAzp3V4_mtaHc/edit?ts=5ca7ccf7&fbclid=IwAR3Tys9zF7BJsMAOMTu9qPBL0x3DpCCiTi6aqi9h6g-bMzxXTvgJ6uiO_c#gid=0
For those of you who don’t like to cook or won’t have good food storage, please consider
bringing paper and plastic goods as those are usually the most neglected items.
We hope to see everyone from 4:00 to about 5:30 Friday night if you are staying the whole
weekend! Bring a chair, join the potluck, bring a brew to share if you want, but please,
remember to take away any serving dishes at the end. We don’t want to feed the local wildlife
if we can avoid it.
Looking forward to a great fest (and hopefully not overcooking the meat this time. Yikes!)
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MY PILGRIMAGE TO SIERRA NEVADA
By Tom Fontes

For nearly the last decade I have referred to Sierra Nevada Brewing
Company in Chico California as "My Mecca." I hold the company in such
high regard and enjoy a lot of their beers so much that it's nearly a religious
experience for me every time I go there. It sure helps that my wife's cousin
has been a resident there for quite some time, so actually getting there with
my little family isn't too far of a reach. When I ask her if she would like to
make a trip to go visit him and his family, she knows exactly what I mean.
We left Long Beach at 1pm on Friday, March 29th and arrived in Chico, or
more precisely, the Sierra Nevada brewery at 10:15am the next day - 15
minutes before my reserved tour. I had taken the complimentary guided 45minute tour before, but this time I had signed up and paid online for the
Backstage Pass Tour.
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Bye Madeline!
Backstage Pass Tour
Duration: 2 hours | Ages 21+ | $20 | Reservation required
This tour showcases the inner workings of Sierra Nevada not seen on any
tour we’ve ever offered! We will explore the depths of our rarely seen West
Brewhouse basement and check out the brewing process from underground,
wander through our gigantic beer warehouse, visit the unsung technological
hero of the brewery known as the Glycol Chilling System, and take a trip
around the brewery and out to the garden on our Time Machine Beer Bike
built by our friends at Red Hot Metal.
*Closed-toed shoes are required
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After a quick visit to the gift shop, the tour was ready to begin. With a
maximum size of 8, our group was a cozy 7 and our tour guide, Byron,
greeted us with a tray of 4oz tasters of Pale Ale - the beer that started it all
for me.

After a video and some discussion of their history, we went into an adjacent
room and stood under some of their fermenters [when I use the term room,
they are usually large enough to be considered hangar size, even the
brewhouse because a lot of it takes up 2 levels of building]. He explained
how much beer was in just one fermenter - some crazy number that would
7

take one person some forty years to empty if they were to drink 1 or two a
day. And there are A LOT of them everywhere. And there is a whole other
side, too. This realization of the scope of the operation was an eye
opener. The tour guide constantly alluded to Ken Grossman's perfectionism
and obsession with every detail.

Next up was the Hops storage freezer. Bales, boxes, bags, you name it
stacked up 20 feet high. Hops were everywhere. I estimated millions of
dollars’ worth in this room. It smelled like heaven I there. Again, I was
blown away by how BIG it was. A big difference from the free tour to this
one was seeing rooms like this, hence the backstage pass.
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From there we went into a neighboring room where they breakup the hops
by hand, or balebreaker. The room is surrounded by giant bins of the bestsmelling hops all separated by variety. We are encouraged to get in there
with our hands and break ‘em up and get whiffs. I love this part and it's also
part of the free tour. At the beginning of our tour, Byron asked if anyone of
us homebrewed. Reason being, he jokingly stated that my pockets would be
checked after leaving this room. Note: no pockets were checked.
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From here we went on a quick sweep of the brewhouse starting with the
milling and mashing room. The size and scope of this room and the
brewhouse is immense as a lot of the equipment like the mash and lauter
tuns and brewkettles can’t be seen as they are under flooring going down at
least one floor. Note, the mill also hydrated the grains before pumping them
into the tun. I noticed this and he said, don't try it at home. I'm good, I'll
keep my little tiny rollers as dry as I can, thank you.
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The enormous Huppman mill, and mash and lautertuns look cool but those
imported copper kettles look Super classy. The new ones are actually
stainless steel and covered with copper, because, you know... Ken. And
employees get up there and polish the outside every few months (Kettles
are seen through window in the 1st pic)
Next up was a trek through some halls and under more rows of fermenters
until we came into a corridor that had brite tanks with sightglasses so you
could see the delicious nectar that was stored inside each behemoth
tank. Good ol’ Byron pulled out his pigtail from his little bag of tricks and
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attached it to the tank. I got giddy in anticipation. Before pulling us
samples he disclaimed that after this taste, we'd never have a better-tasting,
more-fresh, hop bomb of Torpedo IPA and to chase this Torpedo "dragon"
for the rest of your life would be futile. Insert any and all expletives here
because he was right. I'll leave it at that. I'm actually salivating while writing
this.
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Walking down more corridors with Brite beer everywhere, he showed us
how they attain such clarity in their beer: plate filters AND
centrifuges. Couple that with Irish moss in the kettle (yes, I saw the brewer
place a tub of it on top of a can of hops), brite conditioning, they also use
filters and centrifuges, because, you know... Ken. It really makes for damn
clear beer that I can definitely still appreciate. Don't shame me, Haze Boys.
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Next up was where they had all their already packaged beer. It was cold. It
was maybe 40 feet high. It was as large as a football field and it was
stacked. Millions of dollars’ worth of beer ready to go out on trucks. So
many parts of this tour blew me away, this was definitely one of them.
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Just adjacent of this colder room, was another room just as large that was
quite warmer and filled with just as much beer. As you may know, Sierra
Nevada bottle- or can-conditions their beer and this warmer room helps
facilitate that conditioning and gets those beers nice and
carbonated. Mmmmm, that bite.
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Before walking out of the packaged-beer warehouse we passed a section of
"archive" beers, mostly containing cases of old Bigfoot Barleywine Ales from
years back so that they can sell as vintage bottles. Most notable, perhaps,
was the last remaining keg of Bigfoot from 1994. I hear they're saving it for
perhaps an anniversary party. Who knows, next year is Sierra's 40th...
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We walked right outside and there it was. Ken's Grossman's handmade
10bbl brewhouse that he made from repurposed dairy equipment. This
thing is legendary and I recognized it the moment I saw it. In 1989, it was
sold to Mad River Brewing and last year in 2018 it was sold back to Ken and
brought back home. After it's long, strange journey the plan was to brew
anniversary beers on it each year which should have started last year if it
wasn't for the atrocity known as the Camp Fire. Instead, it was used to cook
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many many many potatoes to aid in the relief for some of the victims. Have I
mentioned that I love this brewery? #Resilience #Buttestrong - Look them
up.
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We walked from here and then went back indoors to the packaging room
where the bottling line was. Since it was Saturday it wasn't really operating
but it was cool to walk down on the floor where it all happens. On the free
tour I remember observing the loud bustling bottling operation from an
overhead catwalk. We walked all the way across the floor and went back
outside.
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We all walked up to a crazy contraption, and I muttered out loud, "Please tell
me we're riding that thing."

Six seats on the sides and two up front, this vehicle is known as the Time
Machine Beer Bike. The side seats have pedals underneath them, that when
pedaled, they charge an electric motor which keeps the thing plugging along
at a pretty nice clip. We rode this sweet invention all around the Sierra
Nevada premises, out to the Hops fields, and back around the front of the
whole brewery to be seen by all. Something of note was all the countless
stacked kegs we rode by in the back of the packaging warehouses. The sight
was amazing. When we pulled back around to the middle of the Sierra
compound, the tour was nearing the end.
We parked and headed across a courtyard and back into a hall that
contained more brite tanks. My pal Byron opened his trusty sack and
whipped out the pigtail again. This time, to quench us with the nectar
known as Barrel Aged Quadruple Ale. Super, rich, complex, dark fruit flavors
abound, and a nice dose of alcohol to send us on our way to the last part of
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our tour, one more beer.

He hosed down the area and then we all walked out into the main foyer
where all the tours end. It’s the mini-tasting room designated for the Tours.
Byron ordered us all pours of Bigfoot, the delicious Barleywine. I was glad
he went there because after all the other beers, it was just right. Here’s me
having a Bigfoot with Bigfoot. Because, Ken… (and perhaps a late night Ebay
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purchase)

There are several tours you can take at Sierra Nevada if interested. I also
wanted to take the Hop Head tour and the Beer Geek tour, but the
availability of tour offerings are infrequent. I highly recommend any tour
here, even the free one, because every tour ends with BEER! Also of
importance, I have to let you know that if you’re an AHA member, you are
entitled to two free flights of 4 beers each day. It says there is no limit, and I
did test this for two days and, it worked! This was just my 1st 2 hours of 4
consecutive days that I made it out to the brewery. By day two I was known
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in the gift shop, and by day 3, Lisa the bartender in the main Taproom was
saying “Hey Tom, what can I get you today?” before I could even sit down. It
shocked me, it made me feel welcome, and again just reassured me that I
was at one of the best places on Earth, My Mecca. Cheers!
Tom F.
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